
Illex Tricoroll Vib Lure Chartreuse Back 
Yamame | 6cm

Illex

Product number: IL-16666

The Illex Tricoroll Vib Lure: Innovative design, 
maximum performance when fishing for trout and 
asp.

Weight: 0.0082 kg
21,95 €
19,79 € * 19,79 €

Illex Tricoroll Vib lure - Maximum performance for your fishing 
adventures

Discover a product that will redefine your fishing techniques with the Illex Tricoroll Vib lure. The 
hydrodynamic and heavy body of this lure ensures an enormous casting range allows you to effortlessly cut 
through the water to quickly penetrate the deeper layers. Ideal for challenging fishing spots and perfect for 
scraping the bottom in deep rivers. With its ability to be cast 3/4 upstream and move downstream as it 
swims, this plug is the ultimate choice for ambitious anglers.

The lipless design of the Tricoroll Vib is also great for traction fishing as it covers a large amount of water 
and quickly locates fish. Whether for linear retrieving or twitching and jerking, this lure will bring you 
success. Its innovative external weight made of environmentally friendly bismuth tin sets new standards for 
sport fishing lures and ensures excellent balance and stability while fishing.

The Illex Tricoroll Vib lure is perfect for hunting brownies, rainbow trout, sea trout, char and other 
salmonids in European waters. It is also an excellent choice for hunting asp on rivers such as the Rhine, 
Meuse and Moselle, especially when asp are fixed on gobies.

Features at a glance:

Hydrodynamic and heavy body for enormous casting distance and easy cutting through the water
Ideal for deeper fishing spots and scraping the bottom in deep rivers
Perfectly suited for traction fishing and fast tracking of fish



Innovative outer weight made from environmentally friendly bismuth-tin for optimum balance and 
stability
Suitable for hunting rainbow trout, sea trout, asp and more
Available in two sizes: 6cm (6.2g) and 7cm (8.2g)
Swimming depth: 6cm (1.0m) and 7cm (2.0m)
Swimming behaviour: Sinking

Get the most out of your fishing adventures with the Illex Tricoroll Vib lure. Order now and experience 
innovation in the world of fishing!

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=3e91efe09d961d42b69059cfbc596e23

